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Outline for Today

• Background
• Status of EPA work
• ODFW process
• Inter-jurisdictional coordination
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Background - Climate

• Late spring/early summer 2015 water 
temps significantly above 10-year average

• Future precipitation trends are uncertain
• Declining average snow packs 
• Noticeable effects likely by the 2030s
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Background – Fisheries
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“As extreme weather events become more 
frequent due to climate change, we need to be 
prepared for the stress these conditions will 
have on fish, wildlife and their habitats,” Ed 
Bowles, Fish Division Administrator said. 
“Planning for the effects of these changing 
climatic conditions presents a unique challenge 
for us, yet we are committed to doing our best 
to enhance resiliency to climate change and 
avoid significant impacts on our natural 
resources.” 
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Available upon request from: Dru Keenan (keenan.dru@epa.gov) or 
Jenny Wu (wu.jennifer@epa.gov)

•

EPA Work
Tributary Name Draft Status
Deschutes River Complete
Klickitat River Complete
Hood River In-Progress
White Salmon River In-Progress

Little White Salmon River Complete

Wind River Complete
Herman Creek In-Progress
Eagle Creek Complete
Tanner Creek In-Preparation
Sandy River In-Preparation
Lewis River In-Preparation
Kalama River In-Preparation
Cowlitz River In-Preparation

mailto:keenan.dru@epa.gov
mailto:wu.jennifer@epa.gov
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Water  
Temperature

Cold water  
Volume

Water  
Depth

Fishing  
Pressure

Fish biology
● species
● run timing
● initial condition
● run size

Simulation Outputs
● survival rates
● energy status
● cause of mortality
● % refuge use
● pop thermal

profile

EPA Work



ODFW Process

• CR fisheries management is complex
• Majority of recreational wild steelhead impacts 

accrue upstream of Bonneville
• We are engaged in the EPA’s process
• The CWR summaries and modeling will be 

important in TAS identification process
• Boundaries will need to be definable, 

recognizable, enforceable and biologically 
meaningful
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ODFW Process
• Fisheries management matrix needed
• Both temperature and run-size important determinants
• The matrix has not yet been developed
• Schedule for action triggering also not yet developed.

Temperature
Run Size

Low Large

Hot Closure Sanctuaries?

Cool Rolling closures?
Bag limits? Monitor impacts
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ODFW Process
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Meeting # Proposed Date Location Topic

1 September The Dalles Upstream of Hood River
2 September Hood River Eagle Creek to Hood River

3 September
Portland
Metro

Lewis River to Sandy River

4 September Rainier Cowlitz and Kalama rivers
5 October The Dalles Upstream of Hood River*
6 October Hood River Eagle Creek to Hood River*

7 October
Portland
Metro

Lewis River to Sandy River*

8 October Rainier Cowlitz and Kalama rivers*
* Second round meetings held if needed.



Interjurisdictional Coordination
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• The CR, from Buoy 10 to the 
Oregon/Washington state line upstream of 
McNary Dam, is jointly managed

• More than half (7) of the 13 priority CWR are 
in Washington

• We will also work on an “Oregon only” option



Conclusions and future plans

• EPA’s targeted completion date is December 
2018

• Recommend folding thermal sanctuaries concept 
into the EPA work and a thorough public process

• Tentatively plan to bring an informational briefing 
to the Commission in December with rulemaking 
in January of 2019
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QUESTIONS?
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